SUG TAG TEAM RULES
BASICS:
● Maximum combined weight of each team can be no more than 350lbs at time of weigh-ins
● Any belt level and combination of is allowed to compete in a team
● A match is scheduled for 8 minutes
● The team with the most submissions at the end of the 8 minutes wins the match
● A verbal or physical tap will count as a submission
● If there is a tie at the end of the match, the audience will vocally decide who the winning team is
● Teens are allowed in tag team matches however EBI teen rules apply meaning all competitors in that
match are not allowed neck cranks, heel hooks, twisting spine or twisters.
FORMAT:
● Each team will choose which competitor in their team starts out the match with the opposing team’s
chosen competitor. To allow for neutral position, the chosen competitors will lay center cage flat on their
back opposite of each other (head to feet) with one palm touching the other’s palm until the ref/staff
start the clock.
● Any teammate not engaged in the match, must have either one hand or one foot against the cage wall
between their designated color corner barriers.
● No formal coach cornering will be allowed during the tag team matches.
TAGGING:
● Should a competitor initiate a tag, they must do so by touching their teammate’s hand or foot to allow
the teammate to leave the cage wall and engage in the action. At the point of tagging, the competitor
who initiated it has 3 seconds to disengage from the match and then they must immediately place
themselves back between their color corner barriers on the cage wall until tagged back in.
● In the event of a verbal or physical tap, the competitor who was subbed immediately switches out with
their teammate. At this point, the competitor who got the submission has the choice to switch with their
teammate but it is not required.
● When switching with a teammate occurs after a submission, the competitors are expected to
immediately engage. No standing up or center cage neutral positioning will happen aside from the start
of the match.
● Tagging of a teammate can happen at any time during the tag team match, including when a competitor
is involved in a submission attempt.
● In the event that a competitor does not tap and goes out from a submission, he/she can no longer
compete in the match. The teammate of that competitor can decide at that moment if they would like to
continue or forfeit to the opposing team.
FOULS:
● Should a competitor attempt to go past the 3 seconds of transition to lock in a submission, and a
submission does occur, the ref will deem it invalid.
● In the event of an injury to the opposing teammate during double teaming, the ref will deduct one
submission point from the team that caused the injury if it only required short time for recovery while the
other teammate engaged in the match. Should the injured person be no longer able to compete in the
match, the ref will deduct two submission points from the opposing team.
● If a person tags in without their hand or foot on the cage and/or without touching their teammates hand
or foot, the ref will switch them back immediately and the match will resume on the feet or continue in
position if the person swapping was in a current sub attempt.
● If illegal technique is used in a match involving a teen, the position will be forfeited by the ref. If illegal
technique is used and a submission occurs, the team utilising that technique will lose 2 submission
points.

